Course: Research Seminar on Postwar Taiwanese Modern Poetry
Credit: 2   Hours: 2  Elective
Class: 碩專班中研專班一年級甲班
Instructor: Chen Zheng-Yan
Class hour: Wednesday C-D
Classroom: 空大指導中心 P104
E-mail: goodjojo@yahoo.com.tw

I. Course Description:
This course discusses the post-war development of modern poetry in Taiwan and to introduce
the important thought of modern poetry, for example, modernism, post modernism, ideology
and so on. Secondary, we will introduce important poet poetry and poetic ideas, such as
modern poetry, Blue Star, Genesis. Those are four major poetries made by enterprises of
different poetic ideas.

Second, teaching objectives:
1. Describes an important trend of modern poetry, and teaching with theoretical texts.
2. Describes important poetry and the poet poetic ideas, and teaching with poetry text.
3. This course enhances student research skills and capabilities of modern poetry through the
   study of modern poetry's practical exercises.